BUSINESS CHALLENGE

Founded in 2013, ITvitae offers technology and developer career training and guidance for individuals with an autism spectrum disorder.

To accommodate the growing demand for technology and developer specialists, ITvitae needed to update its current learning platform to provide each user with access to training when and where it is required.

Furthermore, to manage its growing membership, ITvitae sought a learning solution that facilitates more significant management of learner records to include critical data such as certifications and ensure its database is accurate and up to date.

HOW SKILLSOFT® HELPED

ITvitae leverages Percipio, Skillsoft’s intelligent learning experience platform, which is built on Amazon Web Services, to deliver curated learning channels.

Each channel draws upon Skillsoft’s Technology and Developer solution to prepare candidates for highly skilled, in-demand Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) positions.

Skillsoft collaborates with ITvitae to oversee the deployment, management and curation of all Skillsoft multi-modal learning assets.

Skillsoft is working with ITvitae to design and implement more accurate and beneficial assessment capabilities.

KEY METRICS

- **$3:1 ROI**
- **$18,674 benefits gained**
- **$7,758 estimated value of skill gain over four months**
- **10,916 more salary hours over four months**
- **649 hours of learning completed over four months**

ABOUT ITVITAE

ITvitae is a non-profit set up by Frans de Bie and Peter van Hofweegen. Located in the Netherlands, ITvitae strives to assist individuals with high-functioning autism and highly gifted people stand out in the ICT labor market.

“With Skillsoft’s Technology & Developer training ITvitae can assist students to establish and complete a clearly defined career path, leading to employment in their desired field.”

Harry Lemmens, Head of Recruitment and Learning, ITvitae